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Participant Quotes:

“This team building initiative was moving, inspiring, impactful and bloody brilliant! It brought me closer to my colleagues while knowing that we were creating something that would have implications far reaching and more meaningful to someone in need!”

Kayyn Pellatt-Caron

Well done on the group activity, it was a fantastic idea for a very worthy cause and a lot of fun.

Timothy McGovern

This was more than just a teambuilding activity, this was about being together and helping our common man and woman. Glad to be part of a company that truly cares about others in so many different ways!!

Andre Mamme

This is the best teambuilding program, by far, that I have ever done. The impact of this program is incredible – Thank you!

Melanie Lebel
Helping Hands is about changing lives. It’s about accessing the potential of your hands, heads and hearts to build a better team, better organizations and a better world.

You will be building hands needed by tens of thousands of people around the world who cannot afford prosthetic devices. The Helping Hands process teaches your group to model true collaboration, commitment and quality – borne from a deeper sense of caring.

Twenty years of facilitation, training, human resources support, organizational developing and coaching is behind every Helping Hands program and transforms the experience into a developmental process that connects to who you are, where you are going and how you will get there. One of our Facilitators will work with you to further customize the program. You won’t believe what can be done in two to four hours when you engage your hands, heads and hearts.

For more information or to book a teambuilding event:

Toll Free: 1.855.566.4827
514.428.8877 or 905.941.4185
helpinghands@bromelin.ca
www.bromelin.ca/helpinghands